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Background: In the years 2011-2014 a modelling project was carried out at the Systems

Research Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences, in collaboration with the Institute of

Geography and Spatial Organization of the Academy, devoted to the development and

implementation of a system of forecasting models for a series of variables, characterising

the socio-economic situation of the capital province of Masovia, and its particular

administrative units.

A list of domains was specified by the commissioning institution, Masovian Bureau of

Regional Planning. This list was composed of 19 broad items, but most of the domains

listed included, in fact, more than one indicator, and sometimes, indeed – many of them.

Altogether some 70 indicators were developed, along with the respective models –

usually relatively simple econometric models. All this had to be done for each of the 315

municipalities and for 15 years. The biggest was, of course, the demographic model,
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which produces at each run some half a million numbers (breakdown into municipalities,

age groups, sexes,…).

Table. The list of domains and indicators of the project illustrated
No. Domain name Indicators Comments
1 Population Population totals and according to age

and sex groups, feminisation, share of
post-productive population, etc.

Models for municipality
types; birth rate, mortality
and migration scenarios

2 Social capital Numbers of NGOs, sports clubs
members, cultural and art groups
members; also a synthetic indicator

Three variables, treated as
proxies, and an “artificial”
synthetic measure

3 Financial
standing of self-
governmental
bodies

Own and total revenues of local self-
governments per capita, expenditures,
investment-related expenditures;
auxiliary: employment per business,
expenditures to revenues ratio

Model types for
municipality types

4 Propensity of
self-governments
to invest

Investment-related expenditures, budget
debt, current budget surplus, propensity
to invest

A model with assumed
interaction with the user

5 Intellectual
capital

University graduates, university students,
companies with foreign share, a synthetic
indicator

Three basic variables and
an “artificial” synthetic
indicator

6 Labour market
absorption

Demand for labour (from GDP and
productivity), auxiliary: productivity

Simple model based on
variables from other
domains

7 Social exclusion Synthetic indicator (share of the elderly,
transport-wise accessibility, share of
university educated, unemployment);
Gini-like measure of income inequality

Two entirely different
indicators

8 Quality of life Synthetic indicator, based on variables
from domains 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 16 and 17

Relative indicator based
on seven variables (some
of them synthetic)

9 Technical
infrastructure

Shares of inhabitants served by water
supply, sewage system, water treatment

Models for municipality
types & levels attained; no
synthetic indicator

10 External
investments

Magnitude of external investments –
value per capita

Model based on variables
from other domains

11 Innovativeness Two indicators, based on intellectual
capital, magnitude structure of company
population, municipal investments, and
company investments

12 Information
society

Two indicators, based on innovativeness
(domain 11) and internet in schools

Two indicators, differing
by schools considered

13 Value of fixed
assets

Value of fixed assets owned by public
bodies, by companies, total value per
capita, auxiliary: investments in self-
governmental and in private sectors

Very rough assessment

14 Entrepreneurship
and employment

Number of businesses, employment per
business, unemployment, total
employment, employment in
manufacturing and service, auxiliary:
proxy for employment in farming

Models for municipality
types

15 Transport
accessibility

Expressed in numbers of people within a
definite travel time outside and inside

Based on road network
and settlement system

16 Quality of
environment

Synthetic indicator (share of green areas
and farmland, population density, car
number, and overbuilt area share)

Model partly based on
variables from the
domains 17 and 19

17 Sustainable Anthropogenic pressure (car number, Partial models (e.g.
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development population density); sustainable
development level (protected areas,
forests, grasslands, physical plans);
additionally: car numbers, grasslands,
physical plans, protected areas, forests

representing car numbers),
contributing to the overall
indicators

18 GDP value Global GDP dynamics, and local
dynamics, based on salary distribution

A simple macroeconomic
model, with six scenarios

19 Scale and rate of
urbanisation

Population density, overbuilt areas,
persons employed in manufacturing and
service; auxiliary: areas under residential
and non-residential structures

Some variables taken from
other domains

The issue: For several domains model developers were asked by the commissioning agency to

provide the “synthetic indicator”, in the presence of several indicators, oriented at definite

phenomena or processes. This was done in some cases, but, generally, the reaction of the

respective model authors was negative (“how do we put X and Y together, if they express

completely different phenomena / processes?”). Yet, it must be admitted that these same authors

made often quite arbitrary choices, when selecting variables and developing their models. The

question therefore arises: how does one compare these two kinds of arbitrariness, and if one is to

be accepted, why the other one not?

A concrete case: Take domain no. 9: Technical infrastructure, with three variables, expressing

the shares of inhabitants of the municipalities (in %) with access to: water supply system, sewage

system, and water treatment plant. The author of the model in question declined providing an

integrative indicator of the “state of technical infrastructure”.

It was easily shown that in the population of 315 municipalities of the province there are some –

quite obvious – regularities:

 High correlations between all three variables (to be corrected in view of the 100% upper

bound on values)

 High correlation with population density

 … and so, the quality assessment (“synthetic indicator”) has to be corrected for density /

urban character.

Conclusions: Altogether, the conclusions from this micro-study were as follows:

1. The three variables could be replaced relatively safely by one (in just few cases doubts might

have arisen).

2. The proper “quality indicator” was taken as a function of the former, with an experimentally

established divisor, based on population density and population number.

We never consulted this approach with the author of the model, who did not consent to participate

in the exercise.

Similar problems appeared for several of the domains, and for the supra-domains, linking some of

them. They were resolved in ad hoc manner in the time- and cost-wise frames of the project. Yet, it

became evident that:

 while there are cases where, indeed, the requirement of a synthetic indicator cannot be

reasonably fulfilled,
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 it is quite frequent that for many situations a synthesis is feasible, and, for several reasons,

advisable,

 where necessary, more than one dimension can be used in the synthesis, especially if the

resulting image is well understood, and if they correspond to policy instrument variables,

 and this is very often more adequate and convincing than the use of elaborate “statistical”

methodologies, whose meaning may be entirely unclear for the end users, decision makers,

managers, politicians.


